Sketch Pendant

Drawing with Light

Sketch Pendant D03 - 30" diameter full circle with single extrusion and one-piece lens.
Illuminated Floating Forms

Stunning and versatile, Sketch Pendant strikes a unique balance between form, function and flexibility.

Compact shallow housing with integral driver

Opposite: SurroundLite™ optics provide exceptional ceiling uniformity
Designing with Sketch Pendant

Sketch lets you join curved and straight segments in different ways to create a wide range of unique sinuous forms of uninterrupted light.

- **S FORMS**
- **J & L FORMS**
- **O FORMS**
- **U FORMS**

---

**Legend**
- **LINEAR**
- **CURVED 90°**
- **CURVED 45° ***
- **CURVED 60° **
- **CURVED 30° **

*For **D05, D13** and **D18** only
**For **D08 and **D23** only
Sketch Pendant Segments

Curved Sections

D23 - Diameter 270”  Arc Length - 70’ 8 1/4” (848 1/4”)

D18 - Diameter 210”  Arc Length - 54’ 11 3/4” (659 3/4”)

D13 - Diameter 150”  Arc Length - 39’ 3 1/4” (471 1/4”)

D08 - Diameter 90”  Arc Length - 23’ 6 3/4” (282 3/4”)

D05 - Diameter 60”  Arc Length - 15’ 8 1/2” (188 1/2”)

D03 - Diameter 30”  Arc Length - 7’ 10 1/4” (94 1/4”)

Straight Sections

2ft  3’ (24”)
3ft  3’ (36”)
4ft  4’ (48”)
8ft  8’ (96”)
12ft 12’ (144”)
Sketch is also available in an easy-to-install recessed version. Visit axislighting.com for details.